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Walkabout
True or False?

Write nine “true or false”-sentences based on the text. 

Ex: 1. Mary is Peter’s older sister.  True

Describe the children 

Work in pairs, using these words. 

 Mary: teenager – American – frock – sandals

 Peter: American – light brown hair – shirt – shorts

 Aboriginal boy: ebony – silk – straight hair – blue-black – big – naked

Find in the text

1. The name of a mammal, a bird and two insects.

2. Ten parts of the body.

3. Five articles of clothing.

Describe five of the words you have found.

Let ś Act

Without reading or following the text exactly, act the story out in threes from what 
you remember. Include Mary and Peter catching sight of the dark boy, their reactions to 
one another, what happens next and what Mary and Peter do after the boy goes off.

What happened next? 

Write an account of what happened when Mary and Peter caught up with the boy. 

Where did they go? Who did they meet? How did they communicate?
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Underline the correct alternative

Crossword
Here are some adjectives – words that 
describe people and things. 
Do you know them?

 1. ny

 2. spännande

 3. skrämmande

 4. farlig

 5. svår

 6. berömd

 7. vacker

 8. litet

 9. lång

 10. bra

Vad betyder adjektivet du fick fram (11)? 

1

4. Let’s Talk Getting Around

2

 1. Colin/Barry Farell Jones is a taxi driver/
traveller. 

 2. His longest journey was made by bus/
on foot. 

 3. Once his canoe/bus capsized in a 
waterfall/shower. 

 4. He has also sailed around Greek moun-
tains/islands on a bike/yacht. 

 5. In Norway he went up the fjords/hills 
on a bike/raft. 

 6. His latest/first journey was made on a 
camel/cow. 

 7. Colin is better/worse at travelling than 
writing, says his grandma/editor.
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